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Foreword

It is no secret that these have been difficult times for bus services in Suffolk – increased

operating costs, commercial services being cut back and a shortage of drivers, all as

the industry recovers from Covid-19.

Suffolk also experienced the disappointment of being among the 40+ authorities who

were unsuccessful in gaining Government funding for its Bus Service Improvement Plan

(BSIP).

Despite this, there are still strong grounds for optimism.

Bus patronage among non-concessionary passholders is on the rise. For the first time,

Suffolk has an Enhanced Partnership where the county council is working closely with

service operators and stakeholder groups with the sole purpose of improving bus

services, infrastructure and the passenger experience.

This partnership is now well established, with everyone agreed on how we will enhance

bus travel and work with Transport East, our neighbouring authorities and partners to

make the bus a natural choice for people to get where they want to go.

The work of the Enhanced Partnership will continue in association with Active Travel

measures, the new Local Transport Plan and to progress our Climate Emergency Plan

agenda.

As can be seen in this update document, we have made good progress in the 12

months since our BSIP was launched, despite the limited external funding available to

us, and we are working hard to secure other resources, such as the Levelling Up Fund,

to help us achieve the ambitions we have to provide the bus services Suffolk needs and

deserves.
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Executive Summary

The preparation of our Bus Service Improvement Plan (BSIP) was the first stage in this

partnership process and the Suffolk Enhanced Partnership plan replicates content from

this to highlight how the step change in bus services required to achieve the objectives

of the National Bus Strategy can be delivered.

Targets were set covering the whole county, all of which rely on partnership between

Suffolk County Council, local bus operators and other stakeholders to improve:

• Journey time

• Reliability

• Passenger numbers

• Passenger satisfaction

In March 2021, the Government launched the National Bus Strategy with the aim of

rejuvenating local bus services.

At its Cabinet meeting on 15 June 2021, Suffolk County Council gave approval to

proceed with the development of an Enhanced Partnership.

In October 2021 the Bus Service Improvement Plan was published, describing our

ambition for bus services across the County.

From December 2021 to January 2022 the Enhanced Partnership Plan and Scheme

was subject to a 28 day bus operator objection period, during which no objections were

received.

A stakeholder consultation was held between 24 January - 6 March 2022 to capture

views and comments.

The Enhanced Partnership document was presented and approved at the 29 March

2022 Cabinet meeting. The first meeting of the Enhanced Partnership Board took

place on 29 April 2022, with bi-monthly meetings continuing since alongside regular

meetings of the Enhanced Partnership Forum and working groups.

This document provides a review of the progress made against the BSIP obligations

during the first year since their publication.
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Governance

The Enhanced Partnership is governed by the EP Board overseeing delivery of the

BSIP, comprising operator representatives as laid out in the EP structure, Suffolk

County Council officers and chaired by Cllr Alexander Nicoll. Reporting to the board is:

• Enhanced Partnership Forum

• Passenger Interest Group

• Community Transport Forum

• Cross Party Councillor Group

• Operator Group

• Publicity & Marketing Group

• Bus Priority Working Group

The internal structure administering the EP is shown here
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The Bus Network

Most bus services in Suffolk are unchanged since the initial BSIP was published. All

operators are concerned about viability of routes (both commercial and tendered) once

the Covid Bus Recovery Grant (phase 3) expires at the end of March 2023. Passenger

numbers have not yet recovered to the point that all journeys in operation before the

pandemic will be viable going forward. This is particularly noticeable when number of

Concessionary Pass Holders travelling is considered, averaging between 50-60% of

pre-covid use.

A network review was undertaken in July 2022 based on the then predicted end of

support funding being October 2022. At the time, no operators had decided on service

withdrawals and were reserving judgement until nearer the time. With the support

funding continuing until March 2023, we have now embarked on a further review with all

operators to see if recovery over the intervening months has been sufficient.

The exception to this situation is the withdrawal of multiple routes in the west of the

County (and into Cambridgeshire) by Stagecoach on October 30th. We have worked

with our operator colleagues to replace some of these trips commercially, and others

have been replaced by short-term contracts let by our neighbouring authority. The

impact of these changes is still to be fully understood.

https://www.suffolkonboard.com/content/download/3vpL9wcWMRv8/Suffolk+Bus+and+Train+Network+Map.pdf
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Local Transport Plan

The county council is reviewing its Local Transport Plan (LTP) to ensure it reflects
current policy and priorities and fully aligns with the objectives of the BSIP and EP.

The emerging LTP will centre around four key themes shown in the table below:

Progressing the BSIP objectives is integral to achieving the objectives of the emerging

LTP and supporting wider environmental, economic and social outcomes for the
people of Suffolk.

The LTP will be supplemented by town strategies for each of the 10 strategic towns

across Suffolk. These town strategies will integrate plans for bus priority corridors with

key active travel corridors and wider network planning considerations to ensure that

sustainable modes are prioritised, and plans identify opportunities for co-benefits

between prioritising bus services and active travel modes.

Our integration of active travel colleagues within EP working groups will continue to

support the development of schemes that promote BSIP priorities alongside priorities

set out in the Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) under the
framework of the LTP.

Decarbonisation

Mode shift –
increased bus 
patronage is needed 
to contribute to 
Suffolk’s Climate 
Emergency Plan 
target to reduce car 
usage on the roads 
by 25% through a 
shift to sustainable 
modes

Zero emission –
supporting a 
transition of vehicle 
fleets to zero 
emission contributes 
to Suffolk’s Climate 
Emergency Plan 
target for an entirely 
zero emission fleet

Strong, Sustainable & 
Fair Economy

Access – bus 
services provide 
access to 
employment, 
education and retail, 
particularly for rural-
urban trips

Productivity – bus 
services improve 
productivity through 
more efficient use of 
road space by and 
reduced congestion

Development –
reduced congestion 
can help to unlock 
growth opportunities 
through more 
efficient use of the 
road network

Health, Wellbeing & 
Social Inclusion

Social isolation & 
loneliness – bus 
services help to 
tackle social isolation 
and loneliness by 
providing transport 
services where 
alternatives are 
limited

Air Quality – bus 
services reduce air 
pollution, particularly 
in areas where it 
poses a risk to 
human health

Equality – buses can 
be ‘tools of inclusion’ 
when infrastructure 
and services are fit 
for all users and 
potential users

Creating Better Places

Bus Priority –
delivering bus priority 
infrastructure 
enables faster and 
more reliable bus 
journey times

Integration –
integrating buses 
with rail and active 
travel modes and 
developing plans for 
mobility hubs can 
break down barriers 
to sustainable 
transport

Facilities – providing 
facilities that improve 
the convenience of 
bus services can 
enhance passenger 
satisfaction
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Progressing the BSIP objectives is integral to achieving the objectives of the emerging

LTP and supporting wider environmental, economic and social outcomes for the people

of Suffolk.

The LTP will be supplemented by town strategies for each of the 10 strategic towns

across Suffolk. These town strategies will integrate plans for bus priority corridors with

key active travel corridors and wider network planning considerations to ensure that

sustainable modes are prioritised, and plans identify opportunities for co-benefits

between prioritising bus services and active travel modes.

Our integration of active travel colleagues within EP working groups will continue to

support the development of schemes that promote BSIP priorities alongside priorities

set out in the Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) under the framework

of the LTP.
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Bus Operator Partners

The number of operators in Suffolk remains unchanged, although contract awards have

changed the balance of route slightly. Although three of the national groups are

represented in the county, most operators are small (as highlighted in the BSIP),

independent companies who rely on home to school contracts to support their local bus

operations.
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The BSIP Proposals and Obligations

Progress on the proposals and obligations within the BSIP are listed below:

Make improvements to bus services and planning.

(a) Review service frequency.

We have looked at which services may be suitable for enhancement in this manner.

Investment opportunities to provide higher frequency services are constrained by the

current economic situation and procurement regulations. Fares income for operators is

still depressed and Council funding is limited. Whilst services continue to be operated

by different companies, competitive tendering is not an appropriate way to improve

frequency on an existing commercial route as this could lead to unfair competition.

Likewise we are limited in the number and value of contracts that can be awarded

without going through a tendering process.

(b) Increase bus priority measures.

At present, this work is focussed predominantly on Ipswich as it has the highest

numbers of services and passengers who would benefit as well as existing traffic

signals connected to an Urban Traffic Management Control system. Other locations will

be considered in future years as funding becomes available and other factors can be

measured, such as the impact on traffic of the third river crossing in Lowestoft and

major housing developments around Bury St Edmunds.

Site visits were undertaken in Ipswich using a bus and driver provided by First Buses

with attendees representing the two main operators, county council officers working

within the Enhanced Partnership, Active Travel and Traffic Signals, district counterparts

and a representative from the passenger interest group.

Further discussions are planned with operators and other stakeholders where schemes

are being developed elsewhere in the county to ensure that investment in bus priority

measures provides a net benefit to active travel provision and vice versa. Scheme

proposals will be taken forward for development, appraisal and inclusion within the

BSIP pipeline.

Schemes have been discussed with our Active Travel team (who have received DfT

funding), they have supported the inclusion of bus priority within their proposed Ipswich

Active Travel Fund schemes, and we continue to work together to develop schemes to

the mutual benefit of pedestrians, cyclists, wheelers and bus users.
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A first draft of the traffic signal policy has been produced, which sets out how the

council intends to use traffic signals to prioritise bus and active travel modes. The policy

considers the following:

• Infrastructure requirements including bus and cycle lanes

• Network planning principles

• Monitoring and evaluation of scheme impacts.

The policy is being developed in collaboration with colleagues at Suffolk Highways to

ensure compliance with operational capabilities and standards governing the use of

traffic signals on the highway. The policy will be developed further through engagement

with operators and other stakeholders to ensure it is fit for purpose ahead of the rollout

of further changes to the network to prioritise buses and active travel modes.

Safer Roads Fund

Safer Roads Funding has been allocated for improvements to the Norwich Road

corridor and opportunities are being evaluated to introduce bus priority measures as

part of the wider scheme. S106 funding is available to complement the Safer Roads

Funding.

Active 

Travel Fund 

scheme

Bus 

Signal 

Priority

Bus Lanes
Access 

Restrictions

Improved 

Bus Stops

ANPR 

Enforcement

Princes 

Street, 

Ipswich
✓ ✓ ✓

Main Road, 

Kesgrave
✓ ✓

Upper Brook 

Street, 

Ipswich
✓

Nacton 

Road, 

Ipswich
✓
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A pipeline of bus priority measures is under development to prioritise scheme delivery

and focus investment where it delivers most value for money. The appraisal

methodology, illustrated below, can help secure private funding to deliver corridor-wide

improvements.

Improvements are prioritised for investment based on existing levels of use and the

potential for growth in passenger demand. This information has been used to inform the

Levelling Up Fund bids for Suffolk.

The first four priority corridors in Ipswich have been agreed, alongside congestion

hotspots across the town, and a range of scheme ideas have been taken forward for

development. These are detailed below:

• London Road corridor, from the Copdock Park & Ride site to town centre

• Norwich Road corridor, from the A14 junction 53 roundabout to town centre

• Woodbridge Road, from the Martlesham Park & Ride site to town centre

• Felixstowe Road, from Warren Heath to Ipswich Hospital

Scheme Design & 
Cost Estimation

Assessment of 
Journey Time Savings

Estimation of 
Passenger Growth

Analysis of Monetised 
Costs and Benefits

Prioritised Pipeline
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BSIP Pipeline

Location Corridor Scheme
Scheme 

Type
Stage

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Brunswick Road mini-roundabout Pinchpoint Scoping

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Nelson Road signals Signal Priority Scoping

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Woodbridge Road / Nelson Road Bus Lane (Creation) Scoping

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Ropes Drive roundabout Pinchpoint Scoping

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Martlesham P&R exit Signal Priority Scoping

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Beech Road Signal Priority Preliminary Design

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Woodbridge Road East (Playford Road) Bus Lane (Extension) Preliminary Design

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Hospital Gyratory Pinchpoint Feasibility

Ipswich Woodbridge Road Kesgrave Guided Busway Pinchpoint
Preliminary 

Appraisal

Ipswich Norwich Road Bury Road / Old Norwich Road Bus Lane (Creation) Preliminary Design

Ipswich Norwich Road Broom Hill Road to Valley Road Bus Lane (Creation) Preliminary Design

Ipswich Norwich Road Anglesea Road to Valley Road Bus Lane (Creation) Preliminary Design

Ipswich Norwich Road Crown Street / Peel Street Pinchpoint Preliminary Design

Ipswich London Road Robin Drive junction Signal Priority Feasibility

Ipswich London Road Robin Drive to Dickens Road Bus Lane (Extension) Scoping

Ipswich London Road Dickens Road junction Signal Priority Scoping

Ipswich London Road Dickens Road to Pauls Road Bus Lane (Creation) Scoping

Ipswich London Road Pauls Road to Ranelagh Road Bus Lane (Creation) Scoping

Ipswich London Road West End Road Bus Lane (Creation) Delivery
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BSIP Pipeline continued

Location Corridor Scheme
Scheme 

Type
Stage

Ipswich London Road West End Road / Princes Street Signal Priority Preliminary Design

Ipswich London Road Princes Street / Grafton Way Signal Priority Preliminary Design

Ipswich London Road Princes Street (Rail Station to Friars Bridge Road) Access Restrictions Preliminary Design

Ipswich London Road Dogs Head Street ANPR Enforcement Preliminary Design

Ipswich London Road Upper Brook Street ANPR Enforcement Preliminary Design

Ipswich Last Mile Routes Warwick Road Bus Lane (Creation) Preliminary Design

Ipswich Last Mile Routes St Helens Street Bus Lane (Creation) Preliminary Design

Ipswich Last Mile Routes Rope Walk / Eagle Street Pinchpoint Preliminary Design

Ipswich Last Mile Routes Dogs Head Street (two-way) Pinchpoint Preliminary Design

Ipswich Hotspots Ancaster Road rail bridge Pinchpoint Scoping

Ipswich Hotspots Ayr Road Pinchpoint Delivered

Ipswich Hotspots Austin Street Pinchpoint Scoping

Ipswich Hotspots Speedwell Road Pinchpoint Delivered

Ipswich Hotspots Fore Street ANPR Enforcement Preliminary Design

Ipswich Hotspots Old Norwich Road ANPR Enforcement Preliminary Design

Ipswich Felixstowe Road St Augstine's Roundabout (Bixley Road) Bus Lane (Creation) Scoping

Ipswich Felixstowe Road St Augstine's Roundabout (Felixstowe Road) Bus Lane (Creation) Scoping

Sudbury Town Centre One-way and signalisation of Newton Road junction Pinchpoint
Preliminary 

Appraisal

Sudbury Town Centre Lane consolidation Pinchpoint
Preliminary 

Appraisal
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Some of these schemes will require enforcement of moving traffic offences. In Suffolk,

the Police currently undertake this role. We are evaluating the options available to

progress civil enforcement powers for moving traffic offences and considering

alternative opportunities to enforce bus gates and bus lanes via Automatic Numberplate

Recognition cameras and other suitable technologies. A cabinet paper proposing such

enforcement was approved in November 2022.

A range of schemes to improve bus services been committed or delivered through the

Enhanced Partnership since its inception in March 2022.

Time savings on Norwich Road have been reported by both Ipswich Buses and First as

a result of the signal priority changes made there. This gives confidence that similar

results can be achieved along other corridors as schemes progress, enabling operators

to improve timetables and reliability within existing resources.

Location Corridor Scheme
Scheme 

Type
Benefit

Ipswich Hotspot Ayr Road
Waiting 

Restrictions

Bus 

movement 

and boarding

Ipswich Hotspot
Speedwell 

Road

Waiting 

Restrictions

Bus 

movement 

and boarding

Ipswich
London 

Road

West End 

Road

Bus Lane 

(Creation)

Journey time 

and reliability

Ipswich
Norwich 

Road

Bury Road 

junction

Signal 

Priority

Journey time 

and reliability

Ipswich Norwich 

Road

Meredith 

Road 

junction

Signal 

Priority

Journey time 

and reliability

Ipswich Norwich 

Road

Ashcroft 

Road 

junction

Signal 

Priority

Journey time 

and reliability
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(c) Increase demand responsive services.

To assess the impact of the end of Covid-support funding, the current contracts to

provide demand responsive Connecting Communities services have been extended

until March 2024. We will use the next year to assess changes to the commercial bus

network and design new contracts for DRT (Demand Responsive Transport) routes to

fill in any new gaps in provision.

We recognise the importance of innovative thinking when providing services and have

launched a Community Transport Innovation Fund, open to all community transport

operators in Suffolk, whether they currently have contracts with us or not. This will

provide grants of up to £50,000 for new and improved schemes to add to the existing

offer.

Transport East, the Sub-National Transport Body for the east, is developing a centre of

excellence for rural mobility. The organisation is hosted by Suffolk County Council and

we will be working closely with them to identify the challenges and opportunities related

to providing transport in rural areas.

We are also working with partners in second tier authorities to promote and enhance

DRT availability. East Suffolk Council has funded a new route in the Lowestoft area and

is working on a similar scheme around Leiston as well as developing a mobile app that

can be used by all DRT operators for bookings. Mid-Suffolk Council has ringfenced

significant funding for a project under development, to utilise zero emission vehicles on

DRT services.

The Katch electric minibus DRT service in East Suffolk was extended beyond the initial

twelve month pilot and will be evaluated after the new end of trial date of December

2022.
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(d) Consideration of bus rapid transport networks.

Unlike some of the larger urban conurbations Suffolk does not have the density of

population and therefore the volume of passengers to support a high-capacity

dedicated bus only route.

We recognise that our rural residents require a reliable bus service. Delays are most

frequent on the “last mile” into our towns, bus priority corridors provided the opportunity

to enhance the bus routes, providing advantage for bus travel over the final mile or two

into the centre of our larger towns. Work has also been commissioned to assess the

opportunities for higher passenger numbers on express inter-urban bus routes,

connecting our residents to the medical and other key services in neighbouring towns.

Where proposed bus rapid transit corridors extend beyond County boundaries we will

work with other local authorities and Transport East to explore the potential.

Improvements to planning / integration with other modes

(e) Integrate services with other transport modes.

The Katch DRT pilot is designed to connect with rail at Wickham Market Station (at

Campsea Ashe) and the impact of this will be measured under the scheme evaluation.

This evidence will be used in determining the new DRT contracts due to operate from

April 2024.

The local Train Operating Company is represented on the EP Forum to enable closer

working with bus companies, and SCC has just appointed a new Community Rail

Partnership officer who will be located within the Local Bus team to further strengthen

these ties. SCC attends a transport forum managed by the local train operating

company which considers improvements to integration of travel using bus and active

travel modes.

Discussions have occurred with an operator about bringing services into one of the

Ipswich Park & Ride sites to allow passengers to connect rather than running their

buses into the town centre. We have also launched “Park & Cycle” schemes at the two

sites, enabling people to leave their bike in a secure locker to fully utilise the site and

help reduce car traffic in town.

The Park and Ride route within Ipswich covers two of the priority corridors identified

above, with creation of a new bus lane already ordered. Our Levelling Up Fund bid

seeks to extend the provision of Park and Ride facilities with the reopening of a third

site for Ipswich.
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Although not required under the BSIP guidelines, we recognise that our community

transport operators play a vital role in the overall network and most especially our

isolated rural communities. A Community Transport forum has been established feeding

into the EP Forum, to ensure representation of this sector. Connecting remote

locations to the main bus routes has been the focus of our Connecting Communities

contracts since their inception, bringing operators together will help improve the

relationships. The contracts will shortly be entering their final year and will be revised to

provide further integration of travel modes as well as including Community Transport

journeys on the Suffolk multi-operator ticket from April 2024.

The measures to integrate the bus network with other transport modes fits with the

strategic priority identified by Transport East to “connect growing places” helping areas

to function as a coherent economy.

(j) Simplify Fares.

Most Suffolk operators already use a zonal fare system, reducing the number of

different products. Without external funding it will not be possible to simplify these

further, and competition regulations prevent commonality of fares between operators.

We will review the Government-funded £2 fare cap due to operate between January

and March 2023 for results that could later be applied at a local level.

Because of our neighbouring authority (Norfolk) receiving indicative BSIP funding, First

bus will shortly be introducing tap-off capacity to their buses operating in the county.

We are seeking funding to expand this trial to First’s routes in Suffolk.

(k) Integrate ticketing between operators and transport.

A Suffolk wide multi-operator tickets is well advanced and should be operational shortly.

Once this is operational between bus companies the intention is to expand the scheme

to include Community Transport and rail services.

Multi operator ticketing provides the opportunity to make bus travel more convenient

and its expansion forms part of our Levelling Up Fund bid.

Make improvements to bus passenger experience.

(l) Invest in improved bus specifications. First bus is taking delivery of 17 new Euro

6 lower emission double deck buses for their Ipswich depot during autumn 2022.

Purchases by other operators across Suffolk have tended to be of second-hand

vehicles in recent years, however the specifications of these have increased in line with

the market.
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The Katch pilot service saw the use of two electric minibuses in East Suffolk. We are

encouraging operators to consider zero emission buses for future purchases but

national investment in the supporting infrastructure is required to make costs realistic

for small rural companies. SCC has been awarded £1.3million funding to increase

installations of community electric vehicle charging hubs across the county. These will

assist smaller operators to upgrade their fleets by securing the ability to recharge

batteries at multiple locations.

(m) Invest in accessible and inclusive bus services.

All vehicles used on local bus work must meet current accessibility guidelines under the

Equalities Act. See (n) below for works to assist this. The Suffolkonboard web site is

screen reader friendly and contains an accessibility statement.

(n) Protect personal safety of bus passengers.

An audit of all bus stops across Suffolk is underway to determine what physical

improvements may be required to improve accessibility and the general waiting

environment. This audit will form the basis of a funding bid to deliver improvements to

kerb height, paved areas, shelters, information screens and lighting across the county.

Several new bus stop clearway markings have been ordered to allow buses to draw-up

parallel with the kerb for easier access and reduce the delays caused by inappropriately

parked cars. Installation of these has started in Ipswich, with other sites to follow in

2023.

(o) Improve buses for tourists.

Discussions with individual attractions in the past have not seen useful results, partly

due to how bus services can be changed with 70-days’ notice, meaning information can

be out of date during the season. We have therefore initiated a new approach with

“Visit Suffolk” to determine requirements for services to tourist attractions. Existing

routes to be reviewed to identify links already available. These will then be publicised

online.

Introduction of multi-operator ticket will enable tourists to visit multiple sites in one day

without needing to purchase a ticket for each leg of their journey.

Although tourist season is longer than just the school holidays, operators do not have

spare capacity to invest in new routes catering specifically to the tourist market. Inward

investment and support from the attractions will be required.
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(p) Invest in decarbonisation.

Funding received for more EV charging points as mentioned in (l) above. Katch trial

vehicles to be assessed as part of project evaluation.

Council has established a low carbon working group to meet the challenges of the

County’s zero emission targets. This includes an aspiration to create a zero-emission

bus fleet when funding is available.

Discussions on increased electricity generation and/or the provision of hydrogen fuel

have been undertaken with the Sizewell C project team.

Improvements to passenger engagement.

(q) Passenger Charter.

Charter developed in cooperation with Norfolk County Council and all operators signed

up to EP to reflect reality of operations and the number of cross-border services.

Launched in August 2022 and available online in advance of physical information on

buses. Restructure of Passenger Transport Unit within SCC has created a new

compliance team who will monitor adherence with the charter as part of their role.

Passenger Interest Group established as part of EP structure, EP manager attends

disability forum meetings countywide and community transport passengers also

consulted via CT Forum.

The first annual Rural Transport Conversation was held in July focusing on innovative

rural transport solutions and giving rural communities the opportunity to share their

experiences.

A dedicated Bus Strategy inbox has been launched to enable single point of contact for

all matters relating to bus services.

We have funded Transport Focus to carry out regular user surveys to gauge

satisfaction and other metrics. Considering options to reach current non-users.

Charter launch event, August 2022
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(r) Strengthen network identity.

Publicity and Marketing group to consider new overall brand for buses in Suffolk that

still allows individual company values to be retained. Established Suffolk on Board

identity being used at present to maintain continuity for existing users. Multi-operator

ticket will help integrate the network by removing barriers to making journeys across

more than one company.

(s) Improve bus information.

Development of Suffolk on Board website as central repository is continuous and

ongoing. Includes information on active travel options as well as buses, community

transport, home to school travel and rail. All EP information – policy documents,

meeting notes etc – is available here alongside details on how the council has spent

bus support grants.

Working with operators to improve quality and quantity of information at bus stops.

New Real Time Information Screens are being installed via funding from housing

developers. Significant increase in numbers will require external funding to cover

purchase and installation costs as well as ongoing data management. Working with

operators and our real time contractor to reduce complexity of the data and derive more

from open sources.

(t) Staff capacity and capability building.

Passenger Transport Unit restructured and expanded to create new local bus and

integrated transport team to ensure good relationships between big bus, community

transport and rail operators.

£336,000 capacity funding received from DfT to strengthen team. A proportion of this

has been set aside for training of existing members of staff. A dedicated design

resource has been procured to develop bus priority schemes at pace to enable the

pipeline to be built up in the short term.

(u) Corridor Based enhancement package.

Covered above via bus priority and enhancements to connecting DRT services.

Funding is required to deliver significant improvements, and this is recognised in our

BSIP and Levelling Up Fund bids.

(v) Other.

The support funding from the DfT during the pandemic has been used to maintain

existing networks and operator viability. Continued recovery in passenger numbers

means that future funds can be used to improve services.
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Conclusion

We have many challenges to overcome to deliver bus service improvements since the

BSIP was first published last year. In addition to the funding gap to achieve our BSIP

proposals, other challenges include:

Shortage of qualified and motivated drivers – many have left the industry through the

combined impact of the pandemic and higher-paying roles in the delivery sector.

Slow return of passenger numbers, particularly in the Concessionary Travel sector,

meaning operators are still reliant on support funding to maintain current services and

have no spare resources to enhance or add to these.

Increasing costs for the operators – particularly fuel and wages – further eating into

their ability to fund improvements.

Lack of national support and encouragement to use buses, unlike that produced for the

rail industry.

Despite these challenges, we are continuing to work with our partners to deliver

improvements to bus services wherever possible. Progress against the obligations as

far as our budgets allow, include developing the pipeline of schemes and

commissioning a passenger satisfaction survey. Within the council we continue to

ensure that all policies recognise the benefits of bus services to the four key themes

identified in the Local Transport Plan.

We will continue to embrace all opportunities to enhance bus travel and work with our

Transport East, neighbouring authorities and partners to make it a natural choice for

people. The work of the Enhanced Partnership will continue in association with Active

Travel measures and to progress our Climate Emergency Plan agenda. Our EP is now

well established with all partners agreed on the approaches described in the BSIP.

Progress is being made despite the limited external funding, and other funding

opportunities such as the Levelling Up Fund are being sought to effect the ambitious

changes needed to provide the bus service Suffolk needs and deserves.


